Your W.I.N. Checklist
Making What I Need time work for your students.

Before W.I.N. Time:
What do I need to prepare?
Give students access to their learning
data on a previous assessment.
Support them in analyzing this data
to extract growth areas and set goals
for W.I.N. time. Check out some
templates here.
Analyze the data on your own so that
you can cross-reference and create
groups that need help with the same
concept. Identify students at mastery
on everything and think about how you
will leverage their strengths while
challenging them.
Organize a variety of resources for
students working independently or
with peers on a given growth area.
Resources can include identifying
assignments in your favorite learning
platform or using hyperdoc pathways,
activity cards, manipulatives, etc.
Support students in creating a
documented work plan for their W.I.N.
time that includes areas to address, a
place to check off completion, and
room for self-assessment. Plan to
check this document before they
start working and after they have
self-assessed.
Get students excited about this
opportunity by framing it as a chance
to grow and learn from our mistakes
without judgment. Also share how this
could impact positively their grades.
Once they are fired up, co-create
learning expectations with them for
their first time using W.I.N. time.

During W.I.N. Time:
How do I maximize my time
and effectiveness?
Strategically plan where you seat
students. Ensure that your small group
workstation still gives you a wideangle vision of all of your learners and
their tasks and screens.
When you work with a small group,
include a warm-up as the first task so
that you can take a moment to support
the launch of the other independent or
collaborative activities.
Use the fact that you can see the whole
room to notice students meeting your
expectations and positively narrate
what you see. Quickly redirect off-task
behavior in a non-intrusive way.
Think about assigning helpful jobs
students could hold during W.I.N. time
and that would minimize your need to
troubleshoot small issues. It is a great
opportunity to leverage the strengths
of your students. Think of roles like
tech helper, tutor for a skill, etc.
Consider strategically using peer
tutoring for your students near
mastery and who might just need a
slight extra push. Determine your
process to select them and the
expectations for what their support
should look like.

After W.I.N time:
What can I do next time to
improve efficacy?
Take a deep breath and be proud of
the fact that you gave your students a
chance to use their mistakes as
learning opportunities. Even if it did
not look perfect, remember the
message you sent to your students by
creating a space for growth.
Take a look at the student work plans
and see what they are reporting being
able to accomplish during this time.
Cross-reference student selfassessment data with the data you can
collect from the assessments
embedded in the independent tasks.
Shout out and celebrate students who
have worked hard and in alignment
with what they needed the most.
Kindly check in with the ones who did
not pick the right topic or the right
modality for themselves and help them
reflect so that they can do a better job
next time.
Determine a few logistical changes
you will make next time to respond to
what we did not go as well as you
wanted. You will keep growing and
they will too!

Additional W.I.N. strategies
from BetterLesson:
Fill in the Gaps
Workshop for Student-Centered Learning
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